Chilari Victor - CV
Front-end developer, React

updated: Jun 14, 2021

From Moldova
Tools
JavaScript ES6, React, Redux, CSS3, SCSS, Ant-designe, Bootstrap, Material UI, Git.

Work experience
02/2021
present

Intern, React developer @ Cedacri International
Stack
React, Redux
Bootstrap
i18n
Development of an internal product for the management of
processes related to development (which I understood based on the
functionality with which I interacted).
I interacted directly with the back-end team of 35 people.
Experience:
Improved my communication skills
Gained real work experience on a project that the business uses

Other activities
21/12/2020

Front-end dev at hackaton from Syberry Academy

25/12/2020

Post with announcement: https://bit.ly/3pMnbPQ
Our work: https://github.com/ilitAlex/Syberry-Winter-hackathon
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Stack
React
TypeScript
CSS3
Personally, I gained a specific experience of teamwork, foreign
people, different level of knowledge, but with a common goal - to
advance in a short period of time.
The project was not finished, but I strengthened my knowledge in the
use of some features from React, I saw how others think, and what
you have to do to settle the quarrel in the team.

Education
09/2019
05/2022

State University of Moldova
Licentiate degree, Computer science
Studied: C & C; Assembler x86; SQL; Prolog; PHP; Wolfram
Mathematica; Algorithms, Data Structures and Complexity; and
others :)
Thesis of the year: https://bit.ly/3cDe92o
Stack
React
TypeScript
Material UI
Express (for Node.js)
Mongoose (for MongoDB

Links
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Victor Chilari - Frontend Developer - Cedacri International | LinkedIn
I started to study the front end field, because this is where it is easiest to
create and manipulate with simple, common elements. Along the way,
finding a complex course for ReactJS, I understood that programming on the
https://www.linkedin.com/in/victorchilari/

victorchilari - Overview
Block or Report Rezolvarea sarcinilor pentru obiectul "Algoritmi,
structuri de date si complexitate" in cadrul specialitatii "informatica
aplicata" la Universitatea de Stat din Moldova. JavaScript May Jun Jul
http://github.com/victorchilari

Victor Chilari
GitLab.com

http://gitlab.com/victorchilari
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